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ABSTRACT

Generally, data mining concept is used to gather information from various data repository. Frequent pattern mining is to be designed for displaying repetitions in the transactional database. Patterns are defined by predefined format. In this evolutionary work, the proposed concept to mine the transactional database using the combination of recommendations and prediction by the help of software simulation. In hardware side, this process is explained in pattern mining using systolic tree creation. This will handle pattern mining to configure the frequent pattern while generating systolic tree structure. But it can handle certain size of dataset only, but also generate more candidate item set when implementing the item set matching by tree projection algorithm. This will occupy more and more memory, each time reevaluation done from the scratch of dataset in hardware side. It is required more time to process. To overcome this problem, in software side to implement HI-Growth tree technique to analyze large scale of dataset. The new concept is introduced based on recommendation approach to avoid candidate set generation. This method is achieved to reduce the internal memory and mining time is by dividing the frequent pattern into the dense and the sparse patterns. In this paper, investigate the mining speed of the HI-Growth tree is fast-paced than original software side algorithm of FP-Growth tree, and also it consumes less amount of memory for analyzing dense and sparse pattern through recommendation technique to improve the mining efficiency, while achieving the higher throughput to overcome the defect of hardware approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Main goal of this paper is to achieve the mining efficiency based on HI-Growth Tree approach. It also analyzes the patterns to improve the speed of frequent mining. Achieving the efficiency based on recommendations and predictions. These are mentioned by user’s requirements. This approach can consume less capacity of memory space at the time of analyzing the patterns. Frequent pattern mining is designed for displaying commonly occurring items in transactional database. Here suggest a reconfigurable architecture for frequent pattern mining based HI-GROWTH TREE structure. The purpose of this architecture (shown in Figure 2) is to reduce the mining time and to improve mining efficiency. In this, frequent patterns are divided into dense and sparse patterns.

In Hardware approach, it can achieve this by Hybrid Systolic Tree method. This method is going to show that the mining speed of the HI-Growth Tree is number of times faster for any long frequent patterns. To improve mining efficiency, need to use some possible combinations (recommendations), to analyze the frequent patterns in transactional databases.

In this approach, it uses parallel FPGA implementation to analyze the frequent patterns. Insist of using database Projection in FPGA [1, 4, 9] it can Apply HAPPI algorithm [5, 6] to keep only index values for reducing the memory space to store candidate item set, through this it will effectively mimic the internal memory layout for the frequency of loading database into the hardware.

This paper tells about pattern mining using recommendation to analyze the frequent patterns. It can achieve the mining efficiency through predicting the patterns via users behavioral, like, in online shopping, it helps to recommend the products which will expect by the customer, and this paper also dealt with security mechanisms.

The remaining content of this article is arranged as follows: In section 2 mentioned related works in the field of data mining applications with the existing model. The problem description of proposed model is given in Section 3. In this section, the definition and creation of the HI –Growth tree structure are presented. Section 4 discussed the simulations of pattern mining over HI-Growth tree algorithm flow steps. In Section 5, shown the experimental results. In Section 6, evaluate the performance of the work. Finally, in Section 7, the conclusion of the paper is included.

RELATED WORK

Existing system

The design of Systolic tree creation in hardware approach to define the transactional database has the similar structure in FP tree given same transactional datasets. Pattern mining is used to define item set matching to analyze the frequent patterns for entire systolic tree.

Existing system uses binary search mechanism for generating recommendations from the entire transaction. As the transaction goes high, the existing uses caching mechanism for storing the frequent transactions and every time as the transaction changes it re-evaluates the cache or in-validates the cache.
In Figure-1, shown the hardware mechanism [3] [10], is using pattern mining with data projection to implement item set matching. This will generate more and more candidate item set to occupy more memory space.

Figure-1. Systolic Tree Architecture.

Problem definition

- Reading, sorting and collecting frequency count, it takes long time to scan database.
- Creating a Linked-List system to represent FP-Tree.
- Handling large size of transactions as challenging task by tree projection algorithm [8].
- Generating more item set to occupy more memory.

Limitations of an existing system

- Exhaustive search is not feasible for typical modern database.
- Implementation of recursive processing directly in hardware is difficult.
- A threads increasing, it leads to take more time to analyze the frequent patterns.
- The systolic-tree approach depends on the size of transaction, as the transaction goes high the approach takes time in generating frequent patterns.
- Recommendations every time retrieved from FP-Tree [2] which takes sample time if the FP-Tree records cross certain limit.

Proposed system

Frequent pattern/sub-pattern mining plays a vital role in mining process of associations, max patterns, and multi dimensional patterns and other approaches in the data mining task.

In this study, proposed the Hybrid Intelligence mining approach, to handle large scale of frequent pattern, which is an advanced recommendation based tree data structure for storing highly compressed and critical contents about frequent patterns, and develop an HI-Growth tree based pattern mining method by using pattern recommendation approach, then it can configure complete set of frequent patterns. In this way it can avoid unnecessary candidate item set generations.

Efficiency of mining is attained by following techniques:

- A large database can tune into highly condensed and compressed format. This avoids repetitive database scans.
- The HI-Growth tree based pattern mining approach, adopts a pattern Recommendation fragment Growth techniques, to follow and avoid large number of candidate item sets generations.
- It can analyze the frequent patterns based on their threshold values to avoid wasting memory space to search more and more times to get result accuracy.
- It helps to split up as knowledgeable recommendations, and noisy recommendations.
- E.g. using regime identification techniques, it can predict the probability value of recommending item set.

In this hardware approach it can suggest pattern mining along with HAPPI algorithm to avoid unnecessary generation of candidate item set. Instead of giving attributes it can take only the index term as an item set.

The performance analysis shows that HI-Growth Pattern is best in consuming less memory space, avoiding costly database scans, and efficient in configuring large scale of transactional databases. Here, the size of the databases not an issue.

System architecture

In Figure-2 shown the architecture, tells about how the transactional databases was implementing by HI-Growth Tree. It also handles the datasets to identifying the frequent patterns. Take the frequent pattern to analyze and giving recommendations based on it. Here, the efficiency was achieved through handling of frequent patterns. It can consume less memory to improve storage space of system capability.

HI-GROWTH TREE DESIGN CREATION

HI-Growth tree approach has some special methods:

- Identification of Frequent patterns.
- HI-Growth Tree Creation.
- Recommendations based Frequent Pattern implementation.

Identification of frequent patterns

This module is used to find frequent items by selecting a Dataset containing list of Transactions (see Table-1). It is used to calculate the minimum support count using minimum support value and transactions. Every frequent Item set should satisfy the min_support threshold value. Once it got the minimum support value this module counts frequency of occurrence for each and every item in the transaction list.

\[
\text{Support} = \frac{(X \cup Y) \text{. count}}{N (\text{No.of Transactions in dataset})}
\]

\[
\text{Min\_support\_frequency} = \text{Sup\_frequency} \times N
\]
For generating Frequent Patterns, it travels from bottom to top of the HI-Growth Tree. After selecting a node it helps to find the possible transactions for the selected node, then for each and every node of transaction must support the minimum support count. If the path or transaction supports the minimum support counts then it need to be added as Frequent Pattern for the Transaction.

Then, the tree representation get created, using HI-Growth Tree, it takes the Root Node as (Null). However, FP algorithms have bottlenecks because they are not able to scan large size database.

**HI-Growth tree creation**

By frequent patterns, it re-shuffles the transactions example listed below in the Table-1.

**Table-1. Sample transactional database.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T_ID</th>
<th>Transactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B, D, A, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B, D, A, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B, A, E, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B, D, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>D, A, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>B, C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Implementation of frequent patterns**

In order to show the performance of the FP Matching algorithm, it needs the implementation of HI-Growth tree approach where Frequent-Patterns can increase the performance of the Application e.g.; online shopping. In this application, frequent patterns can be referred through possible combinations based on user requirements, to achieve the mining efficiency. In this module, it has implemented three possible combinations of Pattern matching for the users.

- Knowledgeable recommendation.
- Noisy recommendation.
- General recommendation

**Property 1:** Knowledgeable recommendation

Only recommend the most relevant items in the frequent Pattern. Most relevant items are called dense pattern.

\[ \text{Dense} = \text{Compactness, Thick} \]

**Property 2:** Noisy recommendation

Based on threshold value it may recommend items in frequent pattern. This irrelevant pattern may call sparse pattern.

\[ \text{Sparse} = \text{Scattered, Thin} \]

**Property 3:** General recommendation

More combined frequent items based on pattern generation, it will explained by Customer-Customer (Category wise recommendation).

![Figure-2. Architecture.](image-url)
Threads increases avoided by category recommendation. (Sup-Count increase).

**HI-Growth algorithm complete flow**

**Step-1:** Choose the dataset from the given application. Process it for getting minimum frequency and sup_count.

**Step-2:** Configuring the dataset to scan it and produce frequent pattern based on tuning the application.

**Step-3:** Displaying the frequent pattern in tree view. It consists of General PE and Control PE (Processing Elements).

**Step-4:** General PE is acting as a root element of the tree, and control PE act as a child element of the tree, based on their frequency count.

**Step-5:** Here, it process only the frequent patterns which crossing the threshold value of the support count.

**Step-6:** Based on the frequent patterns recommendations can be viewed.

**Step-7:** Suggest the data to know which one having maximum no. of frequency count.

**Step-8:** Data get recommended based on their behavioral sense of repetitions.

**Step-9:** It will show similar and non similar data together, based on frequency count.

**Step-10:** Frequent patterns are splitting as knowledgeable recommendations, General recommendations, and Noisy recommendations (Shown in Figure-3).

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

Here, selecting the dataset for processing (shown in Figure-4). Choosing the chess data set as a given datasets. Need to assign minimum frequency to find minimum support count to find frequent pattern from the required dataset.

After finding Min_supportCount, configure the dataset based on their threshold value (shown in Figure-5) and specify the chosen dataset transaction size.

Based on frequency count it can display the transaction item from chosen dataset. It’s totally based on user’s expectation and their predictive query requirements.
Recommendations (shown in Figure-6) are mentioned by users view. General recommendation and Noisy recommendation explaining dense and sparse patterns.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

For representing the graph (shown in Figure 7) and the input of frequent pattern count is taken in x axis, and Dense and sparse patterns Count in y axis value. Now analyzed the frequent patterns and producing the efficiency of this approach.

Survival

This study can compete with the real time approach of online shopping and web browsing eBay applications through Pattern recommendation approach it can recommending product based on user’s perspective.

Use of Cache

Frequent recommendations can be cached to further increase the efficiency of the application. So, no need to re-evaluate the cache data every time. This approach only mentioned in real time approach based on history of shopping mode.

Use of integrity

This performance can analyze in future works also. E.g. Signature verification process for authentication approach. Here it can generate pattern as trained dataset. Using pattern mining it can achieve the character reorganization. Tree based mining used to mine trained set, image, and symbols which are defined already.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, proposed novel tree based data structure, HI-Growth Tree for storing compact compressed and analyzed information about the frequent pattern, and developed pattern prediction method. HI-Growth approach implemented for the efficient mining of any size of transactional database. Here the size of transactional database not an issue. There are several advantages in HI-Growth tree approach over other approaches; it constructs highly compressed, HI-Growth frequent pattern tree consists of crucial information, which naturally smaller than original database. It can save costly database scan for more time to predict frequent patterns in pattern mining process. It reduce the memory consumption through avoiding long time scanning for implement item set matching for every cache mechanism. The performance studies shows, HI-Growth Tree mining approach can analyze, thousands and ten thousands of large scale transaction in minimal of time requirements, based on current recommendation generation based approach. The following tasks can be taken as an enhancement for the proposed work. To predict the item based on users behavior. It can give some suggestion about their nature of work and category. Without getting value from users it recommend the item. E.g. Online shopping. It can implement tree based mining in training set and also implementing pattern mining in character reorganization; through

Figure-4. Selecting dataset for processing.
**Figure-5.** Configuring HI-Growth tree.

**Figure-6.** Displaying recommendation.
Figure-7. Graph representation for analyzing dense and sparse patterns.
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